ANALYZE EXTENSIVE GLOBAL PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COMPANY DATA

Perform broad company and industry analysis with FactSet's comprehensive coverage. Analyze tens of thousands of public companies and millions of private companies worldwide, with more than 3,000 data items and over 950 industry-specific metrics. Advanced source-linking ties specific data items to their exact locations within a source document, ensuring the highest level of data transparency.

TRACK DETAILED INDUSTRY AND PRODUCT SEGMENT ESTIMATES

Gain access to more than 200 consensus- and detail-level estimates and statistics from leading investment banks and research firms. With more than 1,200 contributing brokers, FactSet covers over 19,000 active global companies. Rely on timely data from FactSet's intraday updates and complete transparency with links back to source documents including research reports and press releases.

SOLUTIONS FOR CORPORATE SERVICES

Power your investor relations, corporate strategy, corporate development, M&A treasury, and FP&A workflows with the industry, peer, and market intelligence you need to understand your globally competitive industry.
LEVERAGE CORE GLOBAL MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS DATA
Access full M&A data, including entity structure, latest deals, IPOs and follow-ons, the latest private placement deals, and all transactions by both buyer and seller. Screen on publicly announced mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures, or identify comparable transactions based on transaction multiples, company information, financial data, advisors, or fees.

DIG DEEPER INTO COMPANY RISK, RELATIONSHIPS, AND CLASSIFICATION
Gain unprecedented visibility into what companies really do, where their risks lie, and what other organizations they're tied to. With FactSet supply chain relationship data, you can access the complex networks of companies' key customers, suppliers, competitors, and strategic partners. FactSet's proprietary classification systems group companies into highly specific categories based on a company's products and services. Understand the geographic footprint of a company based on sources of revenue, versus country of domicile, and investigate its true exposure to geopolitical, macroeconomic, and market risk with FactSet GeoRev.

STAY ON TOP OF PEER AND INDUSTRY EVENTS
Manage all corporate events with FactSet's Event Calendar, which lists dates, contact information, and links to audio recordings. Access a global universe of transcripts and conference agendas while creating watch lists to receive email delivery of transcripts and reports for a specific universe of companies. See which macroeconomic releases and earnings will make the news of the day.

ACCESS INSIGHTFUL, REAL-TIME COMPANY NEWS
Gain instant access to crucial intelligence for the companies and markets you care about with FactSet StreetAccount coverage of global corporate news. Known for timely and informative news summaries, earnings previews, recaps, and post-event analyst commentary, StreetAccount offers an efficient method for managing news flow in an easy-to-read format.

LEVERAGE CORE GLOBAL MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS DATA
Access full M&A data, including entity structure, latest deals, IPOs and follow-ons, the latest private placement deals, and all transactions by both buyer and seller. Screen on publicly announced mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures, or identify comparable transactions based on transaction multiples, company information, financial data, advisors, or fees.

DIG DEEPER INTO COMPANY RISK, RELATIONSHIPS, AND CLASSIFICATION
Gain unprecedented visibility into what companies really do, where their risks lie, and what other organizations they're tied to. With FactSet supply chain relationship data, you can access the complex networks of companies' key customers, suppliers, competitors, and strategic partners. FactSet's proprietary classification systems group companies into highly specific categories based on a company's products and services. Understand the geographic footprint of a company based on sources of revenue, versus country of domicile, and investigate its true exposure to geopolitical, macroeconomic, and market risk with FactSet GeoRev.

SEAMLESSLY INTEGRATE MICROSOFT OFFICE
Build dynamic presentations and board reports in Microsoft Office with refreshable market data combined with your firm's proprietary content and branding. Export and link models, text, tables, and charts from Excel to Word and PowerPoint, while maintaining one-click access to underlying calculations and source documents. Rely on in-app integration to bring data and text from PDF and HTML documents directly into your models while preserving an audit trail back to the source file.